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Home-based English grammar and vocabulary exercises are the upper-intermediate exercises of the English vocabulary practice exercise, top-intermediate. In this exercise you will practice using desire . . . I would like and wish . . . Not. We can use desire . . . would express our annoyance that something would not happen. I wish the
weather would improve - it's so cold and wet. (It doesn't look like the weather will improve.') You're so slow; I'd like you to hurry up. (Please hurry!') We use desire . . . will not order or make the request critically. I want you not to make much noise - I'm trying to watch this movie. I don't want you to wear that hat - it doesn't suit you. Exercise
instructions Choose the right answer in each of the following. Here are some suggestions: Answers 1. I'd rather you didn't see her again. 2. I wish I could speak Spanish. 3. You better change your way. 4. I wish I had gone to university. 5. I want tomorrow to be Sunday. 6. I want you to quit smoking. 7. I want you to keep quiet. 8. I would
stop the rain. 9. I'd rather not work weekends. 10. We better not wait for him, or we will be late. English Exercises and Infinitifs Exercise Content Index Video: How to Express Wishes Wish - Exercise Sheets - Handouts Home Content 9 Questions Total Attempts: 1138 Parts of Speech present a simple simple past tense verb I didn't get the
job because I can't speak French. I wish I had............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... I'm fed up with my brother using my computer. I wish
it............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. I'm very angry. You never help with housework. I wish
you..................................................................................................................................................................................................................... It's Sunday and I have to go to work tomorrow. I wish I
had............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ My parents are driving me crazy! They call me every day. . I wish they
were............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... I'm always broke because I don't make a lot of money. I wish................................... I barely see my boyfriend
because he works on weekends. I wish
it..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 8 Complete the
offers. Use form of verbs in brackets. Use abbreviations where possible. Use abbreviations where possible. Home English Grammar and Vocabulary Exercises (1) English Grammar Practice Exercises for pre-intermediate/intermediate level: rather against would prefer and prefer. You can see the grammar explanation at the bottom of this
page. Exercise instructions Choose the best answer to fill the gap in each of the following. Buy a package downloading our exercises When we talk about specific preferences, would prefer and would prefer to have the same meaning and interchangeable. We went to the theater yesterday. Today I am I and go to the movies. We went to
the theater yesterday. I'd rather go to the movies today. Rather, it could be reduced to sooner. Would prefer to be abbreviated 'would prefer. I'd rather go to the movies. I'd rather go to the movies. Rather, there should be an infinitive without. Would prefer to th infinitive or noun. I'd prefer fruit juice. I'd prefer fruit juice. I'd prefer fruit juice. We
use the past tense after rather when we talk about the actions of others, even if it may be in the present or the future. I'd rather you take a taxi (instead of going) - it's not safe on the streets at night. The film is pretty brutal. I'd rather our kids didn't watch it. We say: rather ... than it's such good weather -- I'd rather sit in the garden than watch
TV. We say: would prefer... instead of such good weather - I'd rather sit in the garden rather than watch TV. When we talk about common preferences, we may use it preferable or more so. The meaning is the same. I prefer to ride a bike. I'd rather walk than bike. After preferring we use a verb in the form -ing. After that we would prefer to
use an infinitive without. I prefer to use the keyboard to write with a pen. I'd rather use a keyboard than write with a pen. (I would and I would) We say: prefer... To whom... We say: rather ... Than... I prefer to drive. I'd rather walk than drive. Drive. wish if only would rather exercises. wish if only would rather exercises pdf. wish and would
rather exercises. wish would rather exercises pdf. subjunctive wish if only would rather exercises. wish if only would rather it's time exercises. wish would rather had better exercises. wish would rather had better exercises pdf
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